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ABSTRACT

The present experirnent usecl the inrpression communi-

cation paradigrn (ICP) co investigate the effects of salience

and object person characteristics on impression communication

accuracy. The ICP, as introduced and developed by Boyd (L967)

and Perry (T969), involves a judge who encodes his impressions

of object persons in the form of a \,vritten message, and a

decoder who receives identical objecË person information and

uses the message to identify the intended referent. Numerous

variables such as message length, context aTray, and presen-

Lation method have been found Eo affect impression communi-

cation accuracy.

Using previous ICP results the following hypotheses

\,üere advanced i a) impressions of ob ject persons described

with negative personalÍ.ty traits are communicated with fewer

errors Ehan impressions of object persons described wiLh

positive personality Lraits; and b) encoders in a high

salience condition communicate impressions wÍth fewer errors

than encoders in a low salience condition. The objecË

person descriptions were defined as positive or negative by

likability ratings which were taken after the descriptions

had been equated for imagery and meaningfulness. The salien-

ce manipulation consisted of telling half of the encoders

that Lhey would later meet the object persons, whÍle the
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other half was told Êhat tliey would not meet the object

persons 
"

The subjects were 70 (30 encoclers and 40 decoders)

female volunteers from introductory psychology courses who

partlcípated f.or experimenEal credit" Encoders generated

a five-word written message for the impression formed of

each of the eight object Pefson descriptions, Each decoder

received 60 of the 240 messages and matched a message with

one object persont s name. The dependent variable was the

number of communication errors, Ehat is, the number of

íncorrect rnatchings made by the decoders per object person.

An analysis of variance performed on the resulËs

showed no significant effects for either the salience factor

(F:0.ll,df:l /28,p>"05) or Ehe information Ëype factor (F:2,65,

df.:Z / 56 ,p>. 05 ) . However, a planned orthogonal t -test yielded

a significanE result for the information factor (tr:Z,27 rp<.05)

in Ehat impressions formed from positive information were

communicated with fewer errors than impressions formed from

negative information. The data were Ehen collapsed and re-

analysed according to category errors" In Ehe analysis of

variance for the rescored data there was again no signif-

icant effect for salience (F:0.68,df:ll28,p>.05), but a

signif icant effect for information type (F:51 ,L0rdÍ-:2156,

p."01) was revealed. Duunts test statistic showed that the

effect for information type was again opposite to the direc-

Eion hypothesLzed. Impressions of positive object persons
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were comrnunicâEed with signlficantly less category errors

than Ímpressions of negative object persons (d:l,24rpz.0f).

These results qrere discussed within a frameworl<

of Norman's attention theory (L969), In Normanf s model

only those Ítems which are activated by both pertinence

and sensory signals have access to long-term memory and

thus made available for future use. It is argued that the

female subjects weighted information about positive object

persons more heavily than information about negative object

persons. As the resulE of increased pertinence, impressions

of positive object persons were better remembered and thus

facilitated impression communication. The results were also

discussed in terms of ICP research.
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CFIAPTM. I

IMPRESS ION COI"ll"iUN ICAT ION

ThepresentstudyinvesEigatedLheeffectsof

salience and object person characteristics on irçression

communication accuracy. These manipulations \^7ere a direct

extension of previous impression communicaEion research

which has developed a paradigm to study how different vari-

ables affect impression communication accuracy. In this

chapter the developmenË of the impression communication

paradigm i.s examined and related Ëo Ëhe hypotheses of the

present experiment.

Devel nt of the I ress ion Communicat ion Para¡llgm

According to Brown (f965), research in person per-

ception has been dominated by two approaches" The process

approach, characLerLzed by Aschts classic study (L946)' has

investigated how judges use different stimuli to formulate

F personality impression of an object person, Typicallyt

process approach investigations focus on variables which

influence abstraction and inference in impression formation.

The second major approach Lo person perception, the accuracy

approach exemplified by Cline and Richardst research (f960),

examines the ability of judges to rnake accurate predictions

about the object persont s bel-ravior.



The present study focused on a third alternative

approach to person perception, inrpression communication,

The impression communication paradigrn (ICP), as generated

by the research of Boycl (L967) and Perry (L969), is based on

the premise that, whiLe impressions are formed and used in

behavior prediction, they are also communicated. Impression

communication occurs in a wide range of everyday activities,

from the informal backyard-fence gossip about a ne\,ù neighbor

Ëo Ehe more exacting professional capacities such as consul-

tations about a new client. A purPose of Ímpression comrnuni-

caÈion in these sundry social situations is to describe a

new acquaintance so that another will be able to accurately

identify the referenE.

Aside from being an everyday occurence, impression

comrmrnication has likewise been used in person perception

research without being recognized as such. !'Ihen an experi-

menËer presents subjects with a list of adjectives or a short

description about a hypothetical person, he has in fact en-

coded an impression of the object person. If the subjects

are required to use this encoded message for a behavior

predicËion task, the encoding must be accurate enough to give

Ehe subjects an understanding of the object person. By

íncluding the encoding stage, the ICP noE only closely

approximates the natural conditions of impression communi-

cation, but also is able to examine the factors which affect

the encoding stage since subjects, and not the experimenter,

generate the messages.



Boydts and Perryts development of. the ICP methodol-

ogy \,^7as a direct extension of models used in previous communi-

cation studies, Maclay and Newman (1960) required judges Eo

describe a geometric figure so that another subject could

identify the target figure from a set of geometric figures.

They found verbal behavior of the judges to vary under

differene conditions of feedback (i.e. the listener had or

had not identified the target figure) and under different

conditions of context aTTay (i.e. homogeneous or heteroge-

neous sets of geometric figures). Lantz (f963), using a

similar communi-cation model, had one group of judges label

colored chips and a second group match each label with one

of the colored chips " Another similar communication system

was employed by Hornstein (L967) for studying the communi-

caËion of emotions. The judges listened Ëo tapes of the same

non-verbal vocal content which differed in voice intonation

and were required Eo identifl' the emotions breing conveyed.

Given that a simple communication.model could be

used to study communication of diverse materials, Boyd and

Perry extended the paradigm to handle the communication of

impressions. The basic methodology of Ehe ICP is as follows:

A group of subjecEs (encoders) are presented with a series of

object persons about whom they form personality impressions.

They encode each impression in the form of a written message.

fhese messages are then presented to a different group of

subjects (decoders) whose task is to observe the same object

person descripEions and then to match each message with its



corresponding original object person. A correct match

constitutes an accurate communication of the personality

impress ion

In these studies different variables \,vere examined

to determine their effects on comrm:nication accuracy.

Maclay and Newman (f960) investigated the effects of feedback

and range of alternaEives Lantz (f963) studied the effects

of previous exposure; and Hornstein (L967) examined the re-

lation between college roommate compatibility and their.

comrm:nication accuracy. Likewise, a number of variables

have been identified which affect the accuTacy of impression

communication"

Boyd (L969) examined Ehe influence of. context aTray

on communication accuracy. He reasoned that: âs in the Mac-

lay and Newman study, Ëhe nature of the encoding context

would influence efficiency of communication. He hypothesized

that impressions are encoded more efficiently when encoders

have all Ehe object person descriptions at hand, than when

Ehey encode impressions of each ob¡ect person independent

of the others. As predicted, Ehe encoders in the context-

coding condition were more efficient than those in the no-

context-coding condition, suggesting that encoders can more

efficiently discriminate between object persons when they

are familiar with the complete array.

In past person perception experiments the object

persons have been presented by different methods - written
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descriptions, videotaPe, photographs or tape-recordings.

Perry ancl Boyd (L972) conpared two methods, written and audio,

Ëo determine which contributed to more accuraËe impression

corlmunication. The object persons, taken from Boydrs study

(L967), were presented to the encoders either by written

descriptions or by a tape-recording of the description, and

likewise for the decoders, The results showed thaE the

Ímpressions encoded from the written presentation method

were communicaEed more accurately than those based on the

audio presentaEion method. The explanation of these results

vTas that judges in the w'rÍtten condiËion could peruse the

material more than once and thus consolidate the impressions

with their corresponding object persons. The judges in the

audio condition, on Ehe other hand, heard the material only

once and this lack of repetition may have decreased their

accuracy.

The written encodíng-written decoding group \^7as

found to be significantly more accurate than any of the oËher

groups (written encoding-audio decoditg, audio encoding-

r,rritten decoditg, and audio encoding-audio decoding),

suggesting that the audio presentation imposes a severe limi-

tation on impression communication accuracy. Even permitting

the decoders Lhe use of the more successful written method

did noE significantly increase accuracy if the encoders re-

ceÍved the audio presentation, It seems then that while

accuracy is determined by both encoders and decoders, the

inpuE of the encoder ls by far the more critical of the two.



Restricting the lnformatlon given to the encoder necessarily

limits the decodersrs accuracy"

Having found that the written condiLion was superior

to the audio condition in impression communication, Boyd and

perry (tglZ) hypothesized that the informatlon content of each

may dÍffer" Using object persons from Cline and Richardsr

study (f960) tLrey compared three object person presentation

methods: sound videotape, soundtrack only, and written tran-

script of the soundtrack. Amount of information for each was

defined as Ehe number of adjectives encoders checked off on

the Gough Adjective checklist (Gough and Heilbrun, 1965) in

accordance with Eheir impressions of two of Ehe five objecE

persons. The results showed that both the w'ritten and the

VTR methods proved significanEly more informaEion than the

audio presentation" RelaEing Ehese results Eo the Perry and

Boyd study, the written descriptions provided judges with

more information than did the audio presenEation method, and

thus they were better able to discriminate between object

persons and to communicate their impressions more accurately'

Since the informational characteristics of the objecË

person presentation method affected corn-munication accuracy,

it is reasonable to assume that the amount of information the

decoders receive by way of the encoded message should like-

wise affect accuracy. Perry ancl Boyd (in press) demonstrated

this, finding that longer encoded messages on a continuum

from one to ten words contribuLed to fewer errors in communi-



cation. However, alËhough increased information facilitates

object person discrlmination, Perry (L97L) found the optimal

level of accuraey to be reached at l0 words for heterogeneous

groups (disslmilar a1e, education and socio-economic levels).

Longer rnessages of 20 and 30 words failed to increase communÍ--

cation accuracy, It seems then that there is an asymtotic

level after which increased information fails Eo faciliEate

communication, either because encoders begin to use more

ambiguous labels, or because decoders are unable to integrate

the longer messages.

Perryt s data (f9zf) also indicated an interaction

between the group composition and Ëhe optimal message length.

Ten words \^7as optimal length for heterogeneous groups, and

five words was optimal lengEh for homogeneous groups. That

is, a group of judges with similar language backgrounds can

be more efficient in comn¡unicating an impression than is a

heterogeneous group in which some judges may use semantic

labels that are unfamiliar to the decoders.

Maclay and Neqrman (1960) suggested thaE the subjectsr

drive level as \,lell as contexL arTay could affect accuracy

in comrnunicating inanimate objects" Since there is a clear

similarity between conìmunications about people and communi-

cations about inanimate objects (Boyd, L969; I'laclay & Newman,

1960), the effects of subject motivation were accordingly

investigated in impression communication. Perry and Boyd

(in press) manipul¿ted two levels of motivation within the



ItP framework. Encoders ln the high motivatlon condition

were promised a $f5. bonus for f00% accuracy, and no such

promise \,vas made to encoders ln the low motivation condition.

There were no signÍficant differences in communication errors

beEween the two rnotlvation conditions" This lack of signif i-

cance was explained using Rosenbergt s evaluation apprehension

hypothesis (L969) which maintains that psychological testing

by Ítself generates unexpected effects on subject motivation.

Perry and Boyd argued that encoders in boEh conditions \.^7ere

already highly motivaEed to do well on a test of their abili-

ty Ëo commrrnicaLe, thus negating any poEential differences

due to monetary moËivation.

Up to this Ëime the characteristics of the object

persons have noE been directly investigated using the ICP"

Ilowever, Índirect evidence suggests that impressions of

some objecE persons are communicated consistenEly better

f:han others. In a number of the above cited ICP studies the

same object persons were used: a psychology student, âfl

Engtish student, a map-model makeç, a ne\^Tspaper writer and a

policeman" Comparing the mean errors of communicating person-

atity judgements of these different object persons across

three experiments, Perry (L97L) found that the mean error

scores for the newspaper writer ranged from L,67 to 2.20,

while for the psycholoby student the mean error scores

varied beEween 6,47 and 7 "L7 with a maximum error score being

10.0, Aside from demonstrarting the reliabilily of the ICP'
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Ëhese <Ìata also suggest that certain characteristlcs of the

ner^Jspaper writer lent themselves to more accurate communi-

cation, In post-experimental questioning subSects expressed

distÍke for the neldspaper vüriter, describing him as rrarrogantrtr

"authoritarianrtt and ftopinionated.rt Perry and Boyd (L972)

have suggested that the negative personality characteristics

facilitated communication accuracy by attracting the judgesr

attention.

In sum then, a number of variables have been exam-

ined as to their effects upon impression communication

accuracy. The present experilnent was undertaken to explore

further the effecEs of salience (low information salience or

high information salience), and object person characteristics

(positive, negative or neutral) on impression communication

accuracy. 'Ihus, the object persons were presented to the

judges (Uotfr encoders and decoders) by means of written des-

eriptions ín order to afford Ëhe maximum amount of information

and sEill maintain control over the content. Following Boydr s

Iead (L969) tfre present experiment used in-context coding and

required that the judges read through all the object person

descriptions before forming ímpressions in order to increase

encoding efficiency. Since the judges possessed character-

istics similar to Perry and Boydts homogeneous group (e.g. a8€,

and educational level) tne message length was set at five words.

Motivation, while not successfully manipulated in

the Perry and Boyd study (in press), \^ras included in the Pre-

senL study in the form of information salience. Although



money certainly ts a mottvating force, it was reasoned that

perhaps a manipulation which is closer to everyday impressíon

corffnunlcation circumstances (meeting the object persons)

would have a more pronounced effect on accuracy in the ICP.

If all encoders are moLivated to do \^7ell by evaluation appre-

hensÍon perhaps telling one grouP that they will be evalu-

aËed in front of the object persons will significantly

increase apprehension and thus motivaEion.

As previously noted in the Perry and Boyd study

(tglZ) tne input of the encoder appears to be the more cri-

tical factor affecting communication accuracyr so the present

salience manipulaEions !.üere induced at the encoding level.

The encoders in the high salience condition were told that

Ehey would have to meet the objecE persons aniì be able to

identífy each by name while working with them on a cooperation-

competition task. The encoders ín the low salience condition

r^rere told Ëhat they would not meet Ehe ob jecE persons.

As discussed above, previous ICP studies have sug-

gesEed that the negative characteristics of the newspaper

w-riter facilitated impression communication by aEtracting the

judgest attention. The present experiment proposed a direct

test of this suggestion by using object persons who were

extremely likable, exËremely dislikable, or mixed"

By using the findings of previous ICP studies the

present investigation maxirnized the chances for accurate

impresslon communication, This \^7âS done in order to insure

that error rates would be determined by the object person
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characterisËics and salfence manipulations rather than by

the oEher variable which have been found to influence Ím-

pression communication accuracy (message length, context

array, presentation method, etc.). It could be argued that

maximizing the chances for accurate communications would

Ieave no room for any improvemenË due to high salience or

negaËive object person informaEion. However, it r,rTas rea-

soned that the Eask was difficult enough Ëo provide substan-

tial error rates and thus room for improvement.

Summarv

The major hypotheses of Ëhe present sËudy were

Ëwofold:

a) impressions of object persons described with negative

p,.lrsonality-traits are communicated wiËh fewer errors than

Ímpressíons of object persons described with positive per-

sonality traits; and b) encoders in a high salience condi-

tion communicaËe impressÍ-ons with fewer errors than encoders

in a low salience condition, The objecË person descriptions

were defined as positive or negative by likability rating.

In the high salience condition encoders were told that they

would have to meet the object persons and work with Ehem on

a cooperation-competition task. In the low salience condition

encoders \Árere told that they would not meet the ob ject persons.

The dependent measure was the number of communícation errors,

Ehat is, the number of incorrect matchings made by the de-

coders. An additive effecË wâs expected between the two

1l



factors such Ehat the difference between positlve and

negative lnformation in the low salience condition would

be even more pronounced in the ngh salience condition.
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CFI,APTER II

STANDARDIZATION OF ?ERSONALITY TRAIT WORDS

The object person characEeristic investigated in

the present ICP study was likability, To insure that object

person descriptÍons varied only along the dimension of lika-

bility :LE was necessary to control for other factors which

affect learning and reËention, It this chapter the reasons

for control and Che standardization procedures are discussed.

Altho'ugh the approach used in this chapter was directly re-

Iated to Ehe area of verbal learning, the results vTere

applicable to social psychology in general as r¡7ell as to

Ëhe present ICP experiment.

INTRODUCTION

The area of verbal learning has long been involved

with Ehe diverse attributes of verbal materials, be they

nonsense syllables or words, The present study fäund it

necessary to take these attributes into account and in this

section the reasons for doing so are discussed. Varying

dimensions of verbal characteristics which have been scaled

include: tangibÍlity, frequeÊcY, activity, rated associa-

tion, familiarity, pronunciability, dictionary meaning,

likableness, concreteness, specificiËy, meaningfulness,
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pleasantness, imagery, orthographic dÍsElnctiveness, and

word relatedness. Inasmuch as many studies have indicated

reasonably hÍgh correlations among many of these me¿r.sures,

factor analytic studies have been conducted to reduce the

number of word attributes to clearly independent measures.

A study by Frincke (f968) indicated Lhat most measures re-

flect one of two factors: meaningfulness-familiarity, or

concreteness-imagery. In the present experiment the person-

ality-trait words used in the object person descriptions r,vere

equated for imagery and meaningfulness, because verbal learning

studies have shown that the inragery and meaningfulness of ver-

bal sÈimuli affect how well they are learned and remembered.

Removíng the confounding effects of these two factors allowed

a closer examination of positívity and negativity of object

persons.

Although the area of verbal learning has long rec-

ognized Ehe poËenLial of word characteristics, social psycholögy

has failed to incorporate Ëhese findings into its research.

For example, research in impression formation typically pre-

sents a lisË of adjectives and requires subjects to incorporate

them into an impression. Aschr s classic study (L946) showed

that the words rtr,,'7arm" and '¡coldtt, when included individually

in otherwise identical lists of adjectives, produced markedly

different impressions. Other bi-polar traits such as "politerr
and rrbluntrt did not have the same impact on the final im-

pression, Asch concluded that some words are more rrcentralrr
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ln organLzLng an impression than are other "peripheralrr

traits.
From a verbal learning point of view it is rea-

sonable to assume that the characteristics of the central

words differ from those of Ehe peripheral words, a hypothesis

which is readily testable, RaËher than just identify which

words are central and which are peripheral as Asch did, the

verbal learning approach could also suggest why the words

differ in their impacE on impressions. That is, perhaps the

CenEral words are more meaningful or more concrete and Ëhere-

fore better remembered.

OperaËional LzLng Ascht s rather vague terminolo1Y ,

!,Ii.shner (f960) found that a trait is central for those traits

which are correlated with it, and peripheral for those traits

uncorrelaËed with iE, Taking this explanation one sEep

further, it could be expecEed that a highly meaningful trait

(i.e. one wÍth many associations) has a greater probability

of being correlated with the other traits in a description.

Thus, a Erait with a high m value is more likely to be a

central traiE,

l,lishnerts indication of the utiliEy of verbal learn-

ing results f.or social psychology has failed to be heeded.

tihite adjectives used in impression formation studies aTe

sometimes standardized for likableness, other word character-

istics are not controlled. In the presenË study two word

characteristÍ-cs, imagery ancì meaningfulness, were controlled.

A brief review of verbal learning experiments follows to
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demonstrate how these two variables affect performance ín

different learning paradigms.

An early study on imagery by stoke (L929) examined

free-recall learning of three types of words - abstract

nouns, Congrete nouns, and onomatopes, presented to three

groups of subjecEs - fifth graders, sixth graders, and college

students. The recall of the concrete (i.e. high imagery)

r¡rords was gignif icantly higher than for either abstract (i"e.

low imagery) words or onomatopes over all the groups. Using

a recognitil-on task, Gorman (f961-) showed that concrete words

1vere significantly more easily recognized than abstracE vTords.

Likewise in paired-associate learning, Paivio (f963) demon-

straËed that concrete nouns paired wiEh adjectives were

recalled better jntn abstracË nouns paired with adjectives,

and thaE the distinction was even more pronounced when the

noun vüas used aS the stirmrlus \,Yord (i.e. noun-adjective

rather than adjective-noun pairs). A host of recent studies

have confirmed the general finding that high imagery words

are learned better than low imagery words in other experi-

mental procedures: short-term memory (Paivio and Smythe, L97L),

associati-ve speed (Vuilte, and Paivio, L967), perceptual select-

ivity and recognition speed (Spreen, Borkowski, and Benton,

Lg67), and physiological indices of arousal (Paivio and Simp-

son, f966).

That adjectives vary along the imagery dimension

has been shown by Philipchalk ancl Begg (f970). Their results
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showed that high-trnagery nouns and high-imagery adjectives

strongly facilitated associative recall of nonsense syllables.

Moreover, the effects of noun and adjective imagery \,vere

approximately equal, given that the same nonsense syllable

was paired with a noun and with an adjective"

The above sample of experiments emphas Lzes that

words are remembered better if they have a hígh imagery

value, a fact which must be taken into consideraËion in im-

pression-formation studies. For ratings of adjectives on

imagery, one may expect to find different raEings when dif-

ferent noun referents are used. ThaE is, the irnagery rating

for trTnTarm persontt may be different from those f.ot ttwarm

weatherrrt trwarm bedrtt rtwarm milkrtt eË,c. So for standard-

Lzaiion purposes in the presenË rating of personality-trait

Ímagery, the subjects were told to rate each i/ùord as it applies

Ëo human beings in order to keep the referenE constant across

subjects,

The rnethods of defining imagery have varied from

study to study, ranging from experimenteris subjecti-ve choice

Lo group scaling procedures. The procedure used by Gorman

(f961) consisted of two judges classifying \^iords as either

cpmcrete or abstract using dictionary definitions. As noted

by Paivlo (l-968), the value of rating scales depends on the

degree to which stirm-rlus ltems can be differentiated. Gormanrs

restriction of using a two-point scale limited the usefulness

of the results, Likewise, the dictionary definition of a word

may be unfamiliar to the subjects, thus making it irrelevant
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to the sub¡ectst ratings of. a wordrs lmagery value. The

present study followed Paivlot s lead (1968) in using a seven-

point scale to determine the standard degree of imagery for

each word.

Along with imagery, the present experiment controlled

for the meaningfulness of personality.-trait words because

meaningfulness has also been shown to affect the learning and

retention of stimulus verbal maEerials. As early as 1885t

Ebbinghaus, comparing his memory for nonsense syllables with

his memory for verses of rrDon Juanrrr found Chåt he remembered

a larger percenËage of the more meaningful materials. GLaze

(L928), expanding on Ebbinghausrs use of nonsense syllables,

found Ëhat different syllables were capable of evoking a

different number of associations, thaE is, nonsense syllables

vtere not all rrnonsenserrt but had different degrees of meaning-

fulness. Early studies by Davis (1930) and Sauer (f930) both

demonstrated that serial learning of words was significantly

easier than serial learning of nonsense syllables partly

beCause the words [Vere more meaningful" More recent demon-

strations of how high item meaningfulness facilitates serial

learning include studies by Schulz and Kasschau (1966), and

Gtadis and Abbey (f969). Using a free-recall task with words

differing in meaningfulness, McGeoch (f930) found that the

mean number of correct responseS increased aS a function of

increasing item meaningfulness, In paired-associate learning,

numberous studies (Kimble and Dufort, 1955; Mandl.er and

Huttenlocher, 1956; Noble, Stockwell and Pryer, L957; Cieutat,
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SËockwell and Noble, 1958; Kothurkar, L963) have found sÍmilar

results showing that higher ltem meaningfulness facllitated

paired-associate learning.

As wiEh the definitions of imagery, numberous methods

for defining meaningfulness have been used. The first system-

atic defÍnition of meaningfulness r,las by Glaze (L928) in

studying 2000 nonsense syllables. Nonsense syllables were

presented Ëo the subjecË one at a time, and he was to indicate

whether or not it elicited some kind of association. The

association (meaningfulness) value of each syllable \^/as ob-

tained by computing the percentage of subjecEs who indicated

thât a gÍven syllabte provided an association. Kruegerrs

procedure (1934) was basically the same as Glazet s, except

thaE subjecËs first wrote the syllable and then noted any

ideas the sytlable broughË to mind, Ehe association value

being defined as identical to Glazers. In Hullrs procedure

(f933), subjects rdere instructed to learn a list of nonsense

syllables. The subjects \,vere not directed to Ery Ë,o think of

associations, but \^rere Ëo report if any associations did occur.

Hullrs meaningfulness measure \^7as Ëhe number of associations

reported for each syllable.

More recent measures of meaningfulness have been

developed, including one by Archer (f-960). The subjects viewed

a nonsense syllable for four seconds and then responded to the

following questions: ItIs it a word?" ItDoes it sound like a

word?tr rrDoes it remind me of a word?tritCan I use it in a sen-
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tence?rt The meaningfulness value of each item was defined

as the percentage of subjects who made at least one affirm-

aEive answer to the questions. Uslng still anoEher measure

of meaningfulness, Vtctory and Asher (f966) had subjects

make a tally mark in a booklet for each association they made

Ëo a stimulus word wiËhin a l0-second interval, the definition

of meaningfulness being the average number of tally marks for

a given word. Taylor and Kimble (Lg67) defined meaningfulness

as Ehe percentage of subjecEs responding with an association

to the sËimulus word in less than 2.5 seconds.

Rating scales have also been used to define meaning-

fulness. Noble (L957) rated nonsense syllables for meaning-

fulness on a five-point scale according to the number of

associaËions, rangÍ-ng from rtnonert to ttvery manytt, Anderson

(f968) used a five-poinE rating scale ranging from 'rI have

almost no idea of the meaning of this lvordrrr to rrl have a

very clear and definite undersEanding of the meaning of this

vrordtr for measuring the meaningfulness of 555 personality-

trait \^7ords.

In the present experiment meaningfulness was defined

by Nobleis production method (L952), Ëhat is, how many associ-

aEed words the subject can write down in 30 seconds. The

choice of Noblers method rather than one of the other associ-

ations methods cited above was arbitrary, but having used

?aivior s definition of imagery, the present study followed

his lead and likewise used Noblets production method.
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Noble Eheorlzed Ehat meanlngfulness is a relation

beËween a stimulus and a response. Meanlngfulness increases

as a simple linear function of Ehe number of sLimulus-

multiple response conections which a subject has acquired

given his own parEicular past history. Transf;orming this

theory into behaviorr âû index of meaningfulness is given by

Ehe average number of written associations in response to a

key word EhaÈ are made wiEhin a given amount of time. In

his original proposal, Noble suggested ediEing subjecEsf

responses so thaE irrelevant responses (e.g.: responses which

are relaËed Lo oEher responses, but noË to the key word) be

eliminated. However, more recenËly .Noble (f963) suggested

that failing to follow the editing criteria has litEle effect

on Ëhe scalet s precision. A correlaEion between edited and

unedited meaningfulness values \^7as found to be ,96 (Rochlyn,

Hessert and Braun, L957), So the present study used Nobler s

production technique without ediËing, In passing, iE may be

suggesEed thaË finding an editing judge who is equally well

versed in all the areas from which responses vüere drawn

(e.g. ! sporËs, politics, TV characters, literature, personal

acquaintances, etc. ) would have been close to impossible.

In the present experiment subjects rated a list of

words along the dimensions of imagery and meaningfulness.

The list of words was constructed from Andersont s data (1968)

which gave likableness and meaningfulness ratings of 555

personality-trait words. The words chosen were the 50 most

likable and meaningful words, and the 50 most disliked and
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meaningful words. Although these words had already been

scaled by Anderson for meaningfulness, the presenE experiment

took another ratlng of meaningfulness for two reasons. The

firsË reason was thaË while the selected words were all found

to be highly meaningful by Anderson in a set of both high and

low meaningful words, differences ín meaningfulness may be

found among the high meaningful words, given a set of all high

meaningful words.

The second reason for Eaking a second measure of

meaningfulness vùas more concerned with how Anderson defined

meaningfulness. 'The extremes of his rating scale were la-

beledttl have almosÈ no idea of the meaning of Ehis wordrr and

ItI have a very clear and definite understanding of the meaning

of this vtordrtt suggesting that Anderson was measuring meaning

(i.e., whether or not the subject know Ëhe definition of the

word) rather than meaningfulness (i.e., the number of associ-

ations the subjects connect to the word). As pointed out by

Noble (f963), his definition of meaningfulness, as well as the

oËher association definitions outlined above, emphasLzes the

connative raEher Ehan the denotative properties of meaning"

That is to sây, a word can have meaning for Ehe subject in

that he knows the definition, but Ëhe word may not be highly

meaningful in that it is not associated with many other words.

Conversely, Noble (L957 ) and others have shown that certain

nonsense syllables, which have no denotative definition, can

be highly meaningful or connotative. The dispute here is not
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So much \^rith Andersonr S use of a rating scale instead of the

production method, for Noblers rating scale (L957 ) had a

correlation of .92 (nobte, L963) with Ehe production method.

BuË the contention made here is thaL Andersont s labeling of

Èhe rating scale caused iE to measure something entirely dif-

ferent from the usual association definltion of meaningfulness.

Sínce mosE of the studies cited above showing a relationship

between meaningfulness and learning have used the association

definition, the presenË study needed to likewise use the

associaËion method in order Eo equate the stirmrlus words for

meaningfulness. Having used words rated as highly meaningful

on Andersonr s scale in the present experiment simply meant

Ëhat Ëhe subjects would probably know the denotative defin-

ition of each word.
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METHOD

Imgegrv and l{eaningfulles s

Sub'iecüs. The subjects r/üere 220 voLunteers from

introductory psychology courses who received experimental

credit for participating. Of these, 100 subjects, 50 males

and 50 females, rated words on the imagery dimension, and

the remaining L20 subjects, 60 males and 60 females, raEed

the words for meaningflrlness.

Materials and proceõlure" The list of stirm¡lus words

vüas constructed from Ëhe personaliËy-Ërait words compiled by

Anderson (1968). The 50 most meaningful words from both the

most likable (positive) and the least likable (negative)

extremes of scale r^rere used. The resulting list of 100 words

was used for both the imagery and meaningfulness ratings.

Stírm¡lus materials constructed for the imagery ratings con-

sisted of booklets of 10 pages each, with five words per page.

The combination and order of the 10 pages was varied in each

bookleË to balance for order effecËs. Opposite each word was

a seven-point numerical scale ranging from ttl.ow Imagerytt to
ItHigh Imagery.rr

Instructions were included on the front of each book-

let and were essentially Ehose used by Paivio, Yuille and Madi-

gan (f968), reading as follows:
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I^Iords differ in thelr capaclËy to arouse mental
lmages of thlngs or evenEs. Some words arouse a sensory
experience, such as a mental plcËure or sound, very
quLckly and easily, whereas others ryy do so only with
difficulty (i.e., after a Long delay) or not at all.

The purpose of thÍs experimenË is to rate a
líst of words as to the ease or difficulty with which
Ehey arouse mental images. Any word which in your
estimation arouses a mental image (i.e., a mental pic-
ture, or sound or other sensory experience) very quickly
and easily should be glven a rrhigh imageryrr rating.
Any word that arouses a mental image wiEh difficulty or
noË at all should be given a rrlor¡r imagerrr rating.

Think of Lhe words ttapplert or rrfact.rt Apple
would probably arouse an image relatively easily and
so would be rated as high imagery. Fact would probably
do so with difficulty and would be rated as low imagery.
Since words tend to make you think of other words as
associaËes, ê,g. knife-fork, it is importanE that you
noËe only the ease of geEting a mental image of an ob-
ject or an event to the word. Your ratings will be
ña¿e on a seven-point scale, wherettonqtt(f> is the low
imagery end of the scale, and rrsevenrt (7) is the high
imagery end of the scale.

Make your raEing by putting a circle around
Ëhe number from I to 7 that best indicates your judge-
ment of the ease or difficulty with which the word
arouses imagery. The words that arouse mental images
most readily for you should be given a rating of 7,
!,Iords that arouse images with the greatest difficulty
or noL at all should be rated l. l.Iords Ëhat are inter-
mediate in ease or difficulty of imagery, of course,
shoudl be rated appropriately between the Ëwo extremes.
Feel free to use the entir@, from I

ut how
often you use a particular number as fotg- et_Å!_jq
vour true iudgemènt. Inlork fairly @tfcarefess-lrì )rour ratings. You are to rate these
words as they apply to human beings. Below are four
examples. Indicate Ëhe ease of getEing an image by
circling the appropriate number.

The subjects rated Ëhe four examples (rthairyrtt
trferociousrrt ttfondrtr rranalrt) on the scales provided.

These instructions r¡/ere read aloud by the Experimenter

and any questions were answered before the subjects \^rent
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on to rate Ehe 50 words. The testing sessions were

conducted in the sane classroom with between 15 and 24

subjects per session.

The procedure for obtaining measures of mean-

infulness vüas essentially the producEion method used by

Noble (L952), The total of 100 personality-Erait words

$rere randomly arranged into booklets of 50 words each.

One word appeared on each page, repeated 15 times. The

cover of each bookleE consisEed of Í.nstructions which

$rere read aloud by the Experimenter" The instructions

hTere as follows:

This is a test to see how nrany words you can
think of and vrrite down Ín 30 seconds. You will be
given a key word and you are to write down as many other
words which the key word brings to mind as you can.
These other words which you write down may be things,
places, ideas, evenËs, or whatever yor-r happen to think
of when you see the key word. Yorl may use slang or
hyphenaËed words.

For example, think of the key word ilkingly.rr
Some words or phrases it might bring to mind are:rrqueenly, ruler, ma jestic, King Cole, imperial, king-
fish.tt Here are two practice words. tlrite down what-
ever you think of when you see Lhese key words.
(Subjects then responded to the key words 'fhairy" andrrferocious.'r) No one is expected to fill in all the
spaces on Ëhe page, but write as many words as yoi-l can
which each key word calls to mind. Be sure to think
back to the kêy word after each word you wriEe down,
because the test is Ëo see how many words Ehe key word
makes you think of. A good way to do this is to repeat
each key word over and over to yourself as you write.
Be sure Ëhat each word you write down is related Eo
Ehe key word. You will respond to 50 different words,
haviñþT0-Econds to responä Ëo each. There is a l0
second rest period between each word. During this rest
perlod you are to look up. I will tell you when to
þegin and when to stop for each key word. You will find
the key word written down the left-hand side of Ehe page.
Fill in the space next to the key word with a word it
brings to mind. Remember that the words you write down
rm¡st be related to the key word. Do not turn the page
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untll I say go.

The subjects rÄrere tesËed ln groups of between

t5 - 24 ln the same classroom.

Likabil itv

Having taken measures of imagery and meaning-

fulness, the personality-trait words were combined into
descriptions, and these descriptions were rated for
likability. Anderson had already raEed these words singly

for likableness, but a repetition was needed for Erait
combinati-ons because as noted by Anderson (f965) combining

traits is not a simple additive process. The objecE

person descriptions consisted of a list of five posiËive

or negative personality traits, and rvere presented using

the Asch technique.

The accuracy approach to person perception, on

the other hand, is typically more concerned with present-

ing object persons as ttreal'r people. Methods used to
present object persons reflect Ehe need for realism in-
cluding films, photographs, drawings and Ëape recordings

(Perry and Boyd, L972). An obvious problem Ínherent in
some of Ehese presentaËion methods is that of controlling
the amount and type of information subjects use. For

example wiEh a film presentation, the subject can focus

on a number of cues: the object personts facial charac-

teristics, clothing, posture, gestures, what he says or

how he says lt, the room, the reactÍons of the intervierver,
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the social settlng, etc. The accuracy approach does

not need to control for subjecËs attending to different
cues or weighing some cues as more relevant because the

task is typically one of behavior prediction or emotion

recognition, I^Jhile the present experiment needed to

present object persons as real people, there was also

a need for controlling the information subjects used so

Ehat the objecE persons would vary only on the dimension

of likability. For this reason the Asch-type lists of

adjecEives were used as descriptions.

To control for the different effects of various

occupational labelings, all of Ehe object persons \^7ere

described as students. Boyd (L967 ) demonstrated thaE

adding the label rralcoholicrr to object person descriptions

resulted in significantly lower ratings than the same

descriptions unlabeled. Dealing more directly with the

communícation of impressions, Perry (L97L) obtained in-
direct evidence that object persons identified by name

and by profession (studenË, ner^rspaper writer, map-model

maker, policeman) \iüere communicated better than the same

object persons identified by name alone, Although des-

cribing object persons with different occupations seems

Lo aid discrimination and thus facilitate comnn:nication,

the present object persons were to be discriminated only

in terms of positive and negative characteristics, thus

all of the object persons were glven the same occupational

label.
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Labeling all the object persons as students was

also in keeping wíth Anderson's (f968) listing of person-

ality-tr¿rits which was selected for appropriateness in
describing college students, Also, the object persons rvere

all males in order to control f.or a sex variable inter-

action with the description. For example, a female des-

cribed as rregotistical, hostile, and hot-temperedrr

could be rated as less likable than a male described the

same way due to sex stereotypes.

SubjecËs. The subjects were 50 female volun-

teers from inEroducEory psychology courses who received

experimental credit for participating"

Materials and procedure. Using the data ob-

tained on the imagery and meaningfulness measures, a set

of 2L pairs of positive and negative personality-trait

words \,vas constructed such that the words of each pair

\.,Jere equivalent along the dimensions of imagery and mean-

ingfulness, Eqlrivalence was defined as no significant
differences when t-tests \,üere done on the imagery ratings

and on the meaningfulness ratings of the posiEive-nega-

tive word pair. From these equated pairings, eight

positive and eight negative object person descriptions

r.,,rere generated, each description consisting of f ive pos-

itive and f ive negertive persona.l.ity-Lrait words. Six

mixed descriptions \,vere also used, consisting of either

three positive and two negative, or three negative and
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two positive tralts, Restrictions put on the grouping

of the five words were: no more than two words v/ere

repeated in a description, and that pair did not appear

more t-han twice in all the descriptions. t¡lhile these

resËrictions \,vere arbitrary, they were intended to keep

repetition and description overlap to a minimum.

The object person descriptions were presented

to the subjects in the form of a booklet with the order

of presentation being varied among Ehe booklets. On

each page of the booklet was a five-word description along

with an eleven-point likability sca1e. The instructions

!üere as follows:

In this experiment you will raËe a number of
descriptions as to how much you like or dislike the
person being described. The descriptions refer to
students who recently took part in a series of group
discussions. You will find fÍve adjectives describinq
each person, These show how the other group members
and the group leader (a social psychologist) rated
each other at the end of the discussion series,

Your task is to read each description and then
rate how much you like or dislike the person being des-
cribed, Your rating is made on an eleven-point scale,
ranging from -5 (ex-remety dislikabte) to +5 (exËremely
tikable). Feel free to use the entire range of numbers,
but make sure that the ratíng you give is your own true
judgement of how much you would like or dislike such a
person. Use all five adjectives when making )¡our judge-
menE, giving equal weight to each, because the five
adjectives are hol the rest of the group rated the person.
You will find the rating scale for each person next to
the description" Show your rating of the person by
circling the appropriate number on the scale from -5 to
+5"

Alt subjects rated e¿rch of the 22 descriptions.

Testing was done in a classrc¡oni with l0 to t5 subjects

per session.
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RESULTS

Imagerv anSL M.eanitgfulnes s

The mean ratings f.or imagery (I) and meaning-

fulness (m), along with the standard deviations are

given in Appendix A. The overall mean of the I ratings

for the 100 personality-trait words on a seven point

scale \^ras 4,48 wiEh a standard deviation of L.78. The

overall mean of the m assocíations was 4,82 with a

standard deviaEion of 1.86. The correlaEion coeffic-
ient r^ras computed for I and m, yielding r:0.59(p<.01).

Spearmanr s rank order coefficient was used to compare

the present m values with the m values reported by

Anderson (f968), yielding rs : -0"1e (p>.10).

The 42 personality-trait words chosen to form

the object person descriptions came from the middle

range of boËh the I and m measures, and are starred in
Ëhe Appendix A listing, Pairs of positive and negative

traits \,vere forrned such that Ëhe I and m measures of

the positive word vùere not significantly different from

Ëhe I and m measures of the negative word (p>.05).

These 2L equivalent pairs are given in Table l" Using

these pairs, 22 descriptions were constructed with five
( rNsm.r rABr.E I Allour I-IERE)

positive, five negatlve, or either three positive and two
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Tabl-e I

Pairs of Positive and Negative Trait lrlords
Equated for I and m

pol ite
irritat ing

sincere
careles s

Eruthful
untruthful

narrov/-minded
tolerant

Ërustful
mal ic ious

prompf
discourteous

uninterest ing
forgiving

punctual
unpleasant

understandíng
unkind

imag inat ive
dishonest

deperrdabJ-e
disagreeable

4,82 4,70
4"86 4,47

4,40 4,70
4,42 4,69

3.50 4.35
3 ,37 4 ,24

3. s3 3.88
3,6L 3,94

3 ,7L 4,52
3,63 4.70

3.70 4.3s
3,7 6 4, 5g

3, 86 4.68
3.98 4.57

4,09 4,85
4 ,Lg 4.7L

4,23 5.03
4,24 4.95

4 "07 5 "454,L2 5,15

4.L8 4.32
4.30 4 "L6

ambit ious
quarrelsome

considerate
I iar

coooerat ive
obnbxious

honest
impol ite
observant
self-centered

capable
unrel iable

generous
selfish

\,üell -mannered
irritable

sens ibl e
egot ist ical

effic ient
conceited

4. 33 4,94
4,33 4.69

4,37 4,6L
4,34 4,57

4.30 4,3L
4.35 4,4L

4,36 4,84
4"3L 4"6L

3,92 4.48
4.39 4.lB

3.7T 4"28
3.87 3. gl

4.67 4"77
4 "69 4.gL

4"57 4.7g
4"69 4,44

3"7L 4,23
3,76 3.82

4.7 3 4.84
4.7L 4.40
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negative, or three negatÍ.ve and two positive personalÍty
trait words.

Likabilitv Ratings

The mean likabltity rating for each of tlne 22

object person descriptions on an eleven-point scale is
given in Table 2,

(rNSm.T TABLE 2 ABour HERE)

The descriptions of the ob¡ect persons are given in
Appendix B. The three most disliked object persons !Ì7ere

Daniel, Edward, and Arthur with means of -4,74, -4.66,

and -4,64, respecEively" Their positive counterparts,

matched for I and m, \,vere: Charles (+4,46), James (+4.10),

and Harold (+3.90), who ranked first, second and fifth in
likability. There were no significant differences between

mean likability ratings for the positive object persons

or for the negative object persons. Being at the extremes

of likability, and being maLched for I and m values,

Ehese sÍx object persons wcre selected for the ICp. In
addition, two object persons, Gary and Andrew, who

scored at the exEremes of the mixed category, were also

included in the ICP roster of object persons.
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Table 2

'Ihe Mean Likability Ratings for
Descriptions in Decreasing

Likableness

Object Person
Order of

?ositive Ob ie-ct_Pef sons

Mi@

Charles
James
Douglas
PhiLip
Harold
Robert
Albert
Steven

Gary
Thomas
Kirk
Richard
Raymond
Andrew

Michael
Timothy
Gregory
Larry
John
Arthur
Edward
Daniel

+4.L6
+4.10
+4.04
+3,92
+3. 90
+3.68
+3 ,46
+3, 38

+0, 68
-0.18
-0. 34
-0 .64
-2,00
-2,29

-4 "24"4.28
-4. 30
-4. 38
-4,52
-4 .64
-4 ,66
-4.7 4

Nega!ive Objsct ?ersons
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DISCUSS ION

Im.a.qerv and Meaningfulness

The list of 100 personality-trait worcls lvas

measured for imagery (r) and meaningfulness (m) because

numerous verbal learning studies have indicated that
both of these factors affect how v¡ell an Ítem is learned

and remembered. Thus, iE was necessary to conErol for
these facËors to insure that the descriptions used in
the impression communication study wourd vary only in
terms of likability,

As previously mentioned, Anderson (I968) had

already taken rneasures of trait rTro A spearmanr s rank
order coefficient was used to compare Andersonrs m

values with those found in the present study, and was

computed to be r, : -0.16" There are two explanations
for such low correlation. First of arl, Anderson rated
555 traits and the present study used r00 of these

which Ìvere high in Anderson?s m varues. Given that the
subjects in Andersonrs study had a set of both high and

low m words, different m values might be expected f.or

the present study since the subjects had a set of only
high m words. This explanation alone, however, could

not explain the singr-rlarly l-ov¡ correlation, Aside from

set differences, the second expl.ilnation for the discrep-
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ancy is that Andersonrs measure of m was not measurÍng

m at all. In the verb¿ll learning experÍments which

demonstrate that m values affect how well an ltem is
remembered, m is defined as an association value.

Andersonts definition of m on the other hand, was

measuring the subjectsr knowledge of the denotative

meaning of the words, HiS five-point scale rating,
ranging fromttl have almost no idea of the neaning of

this word" to ItI have a very clear and definite under-

standing of the meaning of this wordrrt was not measuring

m along its usual associational dimension, A low correl-

ation then could be expected between Andersont s and the

present experiment I s m values because the two studies

were measuring two entirely dífferent word characteristics.
The correlation between the I and m values

found in the present study (r:.59) is comparable Ëo the

usual I-m correlation values (e.g.: .72, Faivio, l96B).

Although the correlation of ,59 is significant (p¿.001)

it is not as high as Paiviots correlation (2:2.36), The

procedures used to obtain I and m values were exactly

the same as those used by Paivio, which suggests that

the lower correlation uras perhaps due to the nature of

verbal stÍmuli. Paiviors ver'bal stimuli consisted of

925 nouns, and Índeed most studÍes on the correlation
between I and m have used nouns, while the present

study used 100 adjectives.
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In the absence of any study which has correlated

I and m for adjectives a tentatlve explanation for the

lower correlation may be advanced. InJhen subjects rate

nouns for I and m the r:eferent is necessarily constant,

thaË is the referent is each noun iEself" When the

stimuli are adjectives, on the other harid, the referent

m€y be different for each subject. Since the Eraits were

to be used to describe object persons in the present

sÈudy, subjects vùere instructed to make I ratings of the

words as they apply to human beings, Ehus keeping Lhe

referenË constant across subjects. But in the m ratings

subjects were not instructed to give associations which

apply only Eo human beings because such a restriction

would obviously be in conflict with Nobler s definition

of m. It is conceivable then that in limiting the I

referent to rrhuman beingtr but not Itmilkrtl rrweatherrrt

etc. while the m referent varies freely the usual high

balance found between I and m for nouns may be upset.

The very nature of an adjective is to modify a noun,

so perhaps one cannot expecC a high correlation between

I and m values for adjectives when the noun referents

differ.

Lrlhile the measures of I and m t^7ere taken for

standardi-zation purposes, the results are applicable to

impressÍ-on formation in gener:al. As previously noted,

impression forrnation studies typically fail to control
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for varyÍng degrees of r and m in personality-trait
words. Aschr s study (L946) clemonstrating differences
between rrcenLraltr and ttperipheralrr tratts was a major
break-through for social psychol ogy, however, his
results are less than astonishing from a verbal learning
point of view. verbal learning advocates would invest-
igate the characteristics or. the central traits" The

data obtained in the present sEudy are relevant to this
point. Asch f ound tt\,varmtt and rrcoldrr to be central in
that their substitution in an otherwise identical list
resulEed in significantly different overall impressions,
while the more peripheral traits ttpoliterr and rrblunt'

failed to have the same impact, rn the present m rneasure-

ment made on 100 personality-Ërait words it is of interest
to note that trwarmtt and rrcoldrr ranked first and second

with mean m values of 7,66 and 7,43, while ttpoliterr ranked

fifty-third with a mean m value of 4,70. The trait
rrblunt 'r was not included in the present list, but the
grammatical antonym of ttpolitertr ttimpoliterrr \,vas rated
for m and it ranked fifty-ninth with a mean m value of
4,6L" Inlhile the timited overrap between Aschts list of
traíts and that used in the present stucly necessarily
precludes a definitive coLrcrusion, the available com-

parisons are highty suggestive. rf the m value incleed

determines the impact that a particular trait has on an

over¿ìl1 i-npression, then it is incumbent upon impression
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formation studies to take the m factor lnto ¿ìccount,

The measurenìent of m values ts straightforward, and

much less cumbersome than Aschrs centrality method.

And since the personality-lmpression task is growÍng

Ín popularity, it is hoped tl-rat the present list of. r
and m values will prove helpful in future investi-
gations.

Likabil ity

In order to obtain object persons who were

either extremely likable or extremely dislikabte for
the impression communication study likability raËings

were taken f.or 22 object person descriptions. As would

be expected, likability ratings for descriptions formed

wiLh five highry likable Eraits were found to be pos-

iËive, and were negative for descriptions of five highly
dislikable traits" i^Ihile the main purpose of the
likability ratings was to standardize object person

descriptions, the results can be interpreted as an in-
dication of the negativity bias in impression formation
in that negative inforrnation seemed to have been more

heavily w1t-.ghted than positive information.

Give that the subjects had a neutral point of
tr0rt on an eLeven-point tikability scale, a negativity
bias appears to have been operating. Trre negative object
persons Ìùere rated significantLy further from the
neuLral point (t:5. 15, p4. 0005 ) than Trere the pos itive
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object persons (see Ta.bl-e 2 for these ratÍngs). Like-

wise, Ehe mixed object persons described rvith three

negative and two positive traits vüere rated significantly
further from the neutral point than were the mixed ob-

jecq persons described with Ehree positive and two nega-

tive traits (t:Z,35 rp(" 05) .

The negativity bias in impression formation

has been evident in other st,rdies" Anderson (f965)

found Ehe same phenomenon as the present study in that

Ëhe mean likability ratÍngs of negative descriptions

leere further from the neutral point of 50 on an open-

ended scale than were ratings of positive descriptions.

Investigating the negativity bias from a different angle,

Feldman (L966) had subjects rate each of 25 adjectives

separaËely with the context tthe is (adjective) manrrt

and then in two-adjecEive combinations with the same

standard context. Comparing Ëhe ratings given when the

adjecËives were used singly with the ratings of paired

adjectives, Feldman obLained estimates of each adjectivers

'rmodifying capacityrtt defined as the extent to which each

adjective puLls toward itself the evaluation of the pairs

in which it appears, The results showed that negative

adjectives had more "pull" in determining the rating of

two-adjective combinations, the correlation between

evaluation and modifying câpacity being -.69. Feldman

discussed the greater impact of negative adjectives in
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terms of their greater surprisingness, and obt¿rined a

correlation of -,68 between ratings of surprisingness

and the evaluative ratings, Also the correlation
between evaluatÍon rating and the cornmon togarithm of
Thorndike and Lorgets srximary index of worc] frequency

(L944) was found to be -,24.

In a similar study by Rokeach (1968) subjects
rated concepts separately and then in combinations of
Ëvüo. For example, subjecËs rated the concepts 'rathleterrt
trdishonestrtt and "dishonest athleEe.t Eight of the nine

combinations involving a negative concept with a pos-

itive concepL produced overall evaluations which were

substantially more negative Ehan would have been pre-
dicted by a single averaging of the values of Ehe

separate concepts

Usíng the same Eechnique, Birnbaum (L972)

had subjects make moral evaluations of pairs of behavior

iteins which had previously been judged separately
(Parducci, 1968), An example of a pair of items is:
rrstealing a Ëowel from a hotel, and spreading rumors

that an a.cquaintance is â sexual. pervert.rt Birnbaun

found thåt the worse deed had a greater impact on the

overall evaluation of the pair with a signÍficant inter-
action indicating that the impact of the first scale

value decreased as the second scale value became more

negat ive,
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lrlhy is it that in Ehe present study r âs in

the above cited studies, the negative lnformation had

a greater effect on evaluations than did positive infor-

mation? Feldman (L966) argued that negative items are

more surprisirg, but Kinder (referenced in Kanouse and

Hanson, L972) noted that an internal analysis of Feldmant s

daËa which parEialed surprisingness out of the correl-

aËion between evaluation and modifying capaclty only

reduced the correlaËion from -,69 to -.52, Zajonc

(f968) attributed the greater impact of negative infor-

mation Eo infrequency of usage. Ho!üever, Kinder like-

wise partialed log frequency out of Feldmanr s correlation

and Ëhe correlation still remained high (-,60). Further-

more, a study by Abelson and Kanouse (L966) held content

(thereby including surprisingness, infrequency and other

item attributes) constant, and still found a negativity

bias in deductive inferences.

It may be concluded ttrerefore that surpris-
ingness, infrequenCy, and other content attributes do

not account for the impact which negative information

has on an overall evaluation. Kanouse and Hanson (L972)

argued that negative information simply carries nore

r,Teight than positive information because it stands in

contrast to a predominantly positive world. Reviewing

findings from areas of impression forrnation and risk-

taking, they concluded that, while the negativity bias
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can be affected by siEuational factors, ít has become

a pervasive cultural phenomenon. The results of the

present study, that negatívely described object persons

rÁ7ere more disliked than positively described object

persons were 1Íked, suggest that the subjects used had

a definiEe negativity bias, a suggesËion which is
furEher expanded upon in the discusslon of the ICP

results.
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CHA?TM. III

THE EFFECTS OF SALIENCE AND OBJECT ?ERSON
CHARACTERISTICS ON THE COI'MUNICATION

OF II"IPRESS IONS

Flaving equated the ob¡ect person descriptions
for irnagery, ffiêaningfulness, and varied likableness, the

ICP study was undertaken to determine the effects of

salience and object person likability on impression

communication accuracy. In this chapter Ëhe ICP study

is presenEed beginning with a discussion of theoreËical

formulations relevant to Ëhe present hypotheses. Both

the information Ëype and salience factors are examined

in light of attention and information-processing

theories. Likewise, povüer Eheory is applied to the

salience manipulatíon. Finally, a conflicting predic-

tion from aEtribution theory r,üas examined and evaluated.

INTRODUCTION

As early as 1890 trlilliam James recognized the

importance of attention in human functioning:

Millions of items of the outward order
are present to my senses which never properly
enter my experience. lrlhy? Because they have
no interest f or rrê. My experience is what I
agree to attend to. Only those items which I
notice shape niy mind--without selective interest
experience is an utter chaos. (p . 402)

Different theories have dealt with the problem of which
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of the "millions of items" are processed and stored for

later retrieval" One of. the most influential information-

processing theories lvas Broadbentts "filter modeltt (1958).

According to this theory, information is processed through

a filter so thaL only part of the stirm:lation impinging

on the organism at a given time gets through. Those

iEems which pass through the filter enter long-term

memory and are available for future retrieval" Normally,

the filter selects necessary or relevant information for

Lhe Eask at hand, with the exception Ëhat the filter has

a permanent bias in favor of channels which have not

recenËly been active. Also, certain physical properties

of the eompeting sLimuli increase the probability of

entering the filter, those properties being: physical

inËensity, biological importance, and novelty. I,'lhile

Broadbent developed his theory from audiLion experiments

the filLer Ëheory could predict thaE certain aspects of

the object person descriptions are passed through the

filter. The judgest task aE hand was to remeber which

characteristics belong to which object person. But if

this amount of information overloads the system, only

certain stimuli get Ehrough, Ehose being the more bio-

logically important and novel. Some evidence suggests

that negative information is more biologically important

and this is dlscussed later.

\nlhile Broadbent I s f ilter theory integrated the

learning theories fnËo a rnodel of information processing,
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it falled Lo account for psychological properties of

the stimulus, As pointed out by Deutsch and Deutsch

(L963), stimuli may be selected for their psychological

properties, as well as for their physical properties.
Onet s name, for example, has psychological importance,

and it will be aEtended to more than other incoming

stimui of the same ÍntensiEy.

Recently, Norman (f968) developed an information-
processing theory which integrated both the physical and

the psychological properties. In Normants model, every

stimulus has a physiological analogue or representation

in short-term memory storage which must be activaËed ín
order for a stimulus to enter long-term memory. Tv/o

factors, pertinence and sensory signals, serve to acti-
uate the sËored representation, both of these factors

being necessary in order to direct attention to the

representalion. ?ertinence refers to the psychologi-

cal aspecËs of the stimulus and is determined by the

índividualls expectaEions and linguisEic system" Sen-

sory signals refer to the actual physical features of

Ëhe stimuli impinging r.lpon sensory perception" Thus,

both physical and psychological aspecEs of the stimulus

are required before an item passes into long-term

memory.

The salience manipulations used in the present

experiment can be interpreted in terms of Normants atten-
tion model. The pertinence factor restricts abstraction
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of cues to only those that are lmporEant to the ÍndÍ-

vidual at a given tlme. The two salience conditions

manipulated Ehe degree of pertinence for the strbjects.

The subjects ln the high salience condition expected to

meet the object persons and also probably had clear

expectations of how a positive object person (.,g., rrprompt,

understanding, punctual, forgiving and imaginativetr) and

a negative object person (e,g", tfcareless, unpleasant,

obnoxious, self ish, and irritablêrtt) would act. For

encoders in the high salience condition with pertinence

present, there should be a greater likelihood of the

information passing inEo long-term memory and thus facil-

ÍËatÍng their impression encoding accuracy. For the low

salience group, pertinence may not have been present

because they do not expect to meet Ëhe object persons,

thus lowering the chanees of informatÍon passing inEo

the long-term memory and lowering encoding accuracy.

The reason for Ehe high salience manipulation then was to

arouse pertinence which would insure object person infor-

mation of reaching long-Eerm memory.

Increased attention for the high salience group

can also be viewed in terms of power theory. l¡Iheeler

(L964) reported an experiment in which the subjects met

with one of two bogus chairmen in a discussion group.

One chairman (high-power) told the subjects in that

condition that the grades they receive would 'rdepend on
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my mood.tt The other chairman (low-power) reported that

he had no control over the subjectsr grades. The depen-

dent measure \^ras the amounE of information a subject

could report about his chairman after the discussion.

The subjects exposed to the high-power chairman recalled

significantly more information than those exposed to the

low-power chairman. In terms of power-theory, a low-

porder individual tries to gain power by learning more

about the high-power indivj-dual. Another power-theory

experiment (fescinger and Hutte, L954) showed Ëhat those

judges who were unsure of a personal relationship tended

to have more accuraEe knowledge of how others felt about

them because Lhey watched more closely and were able to

make better use of available cues. The low-power indi-

vidual seeks more information in order to better his

position.

Relating power-Ëheory to Ëhe present study,

encoders in the high salience condition expected Ëo be

dependent on Ehe object persons who had control over

their performance on the cooperation-competition task.

Being in the low-power position, these encoders should

engage in more information-seeking behavior than encoders

ln the low-salience condition who \,vere not dependent on

the object persons, Thus, âs a result of greater atten-

tion, encoders in the high salience condition shouLd

retain more information and should be able to communi-

cate their impressions more accurately.
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The other manipulation ln ttre presr:nt study

centers around the objecE person characteristlcs.
Applying Normanrs attention model once agaLn, the per-
tinence factor restricts the abstraction of cues to only

Ehose that are importanE to the individual at a given

time. In the present study, the available cues about

an object person are either five positive, or five nega-

tive, or a combination of both kinds of personaliËy-

traiË words. The question then is wheEher orrlnot a

difference exists between the importance of positive
versus negative cues, and if so, in which direction.

A number of studies have suggested that nega-

tive cues may be more important than positive cues.

Cantril (L957) reported a binocular-rivalry experiment

in which ZuLu subjects Ì,vere simultaneously exposed to a

picture of an European to one €yê, and a picutre of an

Indian to the other. The Indian was perceived signifi-
cantly more often than the European. One explanation

of the results is that South Africans of Indian extraction
represent a greater economic threat for the Zulus and so

are attended to more. Bruner and ?osEman (L948) had

subjects estimate, by the diaphram technique, the size

of disks bearing either a neutral design or a negatively-

valenced design (swastilca). The swastika was judged

larger than the disks rvith a neutral design, suggesting

that whatever is important to the subject is likely to
rrloom largerrt in his perception. In anoLher perception
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experiment, I,rlittreich and Radcliffe (f gS0) demonstrated

that under condttions of increasing induced aniseikonic

distortion, a threatening Í.Lgure changed less in subjectsr

perception than did a non-threatening figure.

VJhy should negative stimuli be attended to more

closely Ehan neutral stimuli? It is reasonable to assume

ËhaË attending Eo threatening stimuli functions in a

survival capacity. Numerous animal studies have shown

that threatening stimuli such as the sight, sound, or

smell of a hereditary enemy, orientate the organismr s

atEention to those stimuli. As Stagner and Karwoski

(L952) point out: ttThose organisms who lvere not

selectively aËËentive to loud sounds, movemenEs, eËc.

probably \Árere liquidated" (p. 200). tlhile human mech-

anisms for attending Ëo socially threatening stimuli may

not be innate, these mechanisms certainly may be condi-

tioned. As asserted by GuËhrie (L952), the behaviors

involved in attending, or not attending, are capable of

being conditioned just as are action units. Thus, while

Lhe sight of an Indian or a swastika are certainly not

innately threatening, subjects have learned to react to

these cues as threatening.

In the same r,üay judges in the present experi-

ment have learned that a student described as rrcareless,

unpleasant, obnoxious, selfish, and irritable'r is treat-

ening, someone to be avoided or at least prepared for.

As a result of the judgest past learning with negaEive
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people, pertinence ís aroused and the encoders attend

more to Ehe negaÉÍve characteristics, Ehus facilitating
communications abouË the negative object persons. And

introducing the high salience condition should increase

attention even more and further enhance communication

accuracy for impressions of negative object persons.

Conflictinå Predict ion_trom AttribuË ion Theorv

Inlhile the foregoing theories argue that

negative object persons should be communÍcated more

accurately than positive object persons, attribuEion
theory would predict Ehe opposite. For example, Darley

and Berscheid (L967) showed that anticipation of future
personal contacË increased liking. Likewise, Osgood

(L964) sËates thaE there is a pervasive attitude thaË

the world is basically a good place. If the encoders

engaged in this rÌwishful Èhinking" they would form

more positive impressions about a negative object per-

son and thus contrj-bute to communÍcatíon errors. Hor,,7ever,

in the typical attribution studies, the object person

descriptions are generally neutral, inviting attribution
of positive traits, while attribution of positive traits
to the present entirely negative object persons may be

more difficult"

The above examination of relevant theoretical
formulatÍons demonstrates tl-rat different theories pre-

dicE different results over the issue of positive
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versus negative object person characËeristics. The

present sEudy views Ehe attention theorÍes as more

reliable and thus reLains Ehe original hypothesis.
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METHOD

Sub iects

The $s \,vere 70 female volunteers from

introductory psychology courses who received experi-

mental credit for participaLing. The Ss were randomly

assigned to two groups, 30 encoders and 40 decoders,

with the encoding group being further subdivided into
15 low salience encoders and 15 high salience encoders.

In the previous ICP studies both male and

female Ss were used. The presenE sLudy used only

female Ss for a number of reasons. Berg and Bass (1961)

suggested that college males tend to be more task-ori--
entaËed, while college females tend Eo be more inter-
action-orientated. The use of females then should

produce a more pronounced effect on both the positive-
negaLive dimensÍon and the salience manipulation.

Exline (L957 ) found that females T/¡ere significantly more

accurate than males in perceiving interpersonal relations.
An explanation of these results is that, since the gen-

eral position of females in our society is one which

affords them less social power than males, it is essen-

tial for females to be able to accurately assess the

feelings, attitudes, and relationships among others in
order to achieve their personal goals. Finally, another
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reason for usÍng only female- Ss is that some males

used in the preliminary standardLzation ratings \,üere

found to be uncooperative and tended to ignore instruc-
tÍons.

Des ign

A split-plot factorial design was used. Infor-
mation type (positive, negative, and mixed) was the re-
peated factor and salience was the nonrepeated factor.
There ürere 15 female Ss in the hÍgh-salience group and

15 in the low-salience group.

Materiqls and ?rocedure

Eight object person descriptions \.dere selected

from a set of 22 five-adjecEive descriptions on the basis

of the likability ratÍ.ngs. The three most distiked nega-

tive descriptions and their corresponding positive des-

criptions maËched for imagery and meaningfulness, along

with two mixed descriptions i.^7ere used. These eight

object person descripEions are starred in Appendix B.

The descriptions vTere presented in the form

of a typed booklet, the order of presentation being

varied among Ehe booklets. Each encoder received the

same set of eight ob¡ect persons, but Ehe instructions
differed for Ehe low and high salience groups. Instruc-
tions f.or the low salience encoders \^rere as follows:

This study is concerned generally with
the Ímpression form.ation procéss, that is,
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how we form Ímpressions of other people.
In partÍcular, this experiment exàmines
your ability to communicate accurately
your impressions to other people such that
they know who Ís being desôribed.

lnihen we know a person, r^7e have certain
impressions about his behavior and beliefs.
lrle often summarize this information and
from impressions, describing the person as
he appears to us. In this way we can
comrnunicate thÍs information, and other
people who do not know otrr acquaintance
get to know something from the descriptions
v/-e provide. Fof example, if we were to say
Ehat a friend of ours, George, is ttenthusii
astic and socially orienLatêdr" a Iistener
who does not know George could probably
pick him out as the most active conversation-
alist in a group of sEudents, In this case
we have encoded our impressions of George
Ínto rrenthusiastic and socially orientatedtr
and the listener decodes the dêscription
by picking him ouc of Ehe group.

Your Eask in the first part of this
experiment is encoding: You will read
descriptions of eight students. These
descriptions were composed by a group and
their group leqder (a social-psyðhotõgist)
describing each member with fivê adjeðtives,
You are to use these descriptions tó form
an impression of each of Ehe eight sEudents,
consolidating your impression with the name
of the student. You will read through the
9escriptions of all eight students béfore
being asked to write dówn your impression,
so Ery Eo remember which impression goes
with which student.

(ffre second part of the experiment is
decoding. Another subjecË will- meet the
eight students, engage-in a cooperation-
competition task with them, and using the
impressions you formed, she will havõ to
identify each student by name. )

So right now your task will be to read
descriptions of the eight students, and en-
cocle your impressions about Ëhem. you have
five minuËes to read the eight descriptions,
so read with concentration keeping thô im-
pression you form of each student distinct.
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The Ss \^7ere given five minutes to read through the

object person descriptfons, After five minutes the

following instructions were read:

Close the booklets. Now you will
encode your impressions of the elght students
you have just read abouE, Inirite your impres-
sion (type of person, kind of person, etq. Jof each of the students in exactly five (5)
words such that another person reading your
impression would be able to identify each of
the eight students (i.e., wilt know who is
being described). Use only adjectives, nollns'
or slang. Do not use the same words that
rrüere used in the original descripEion. Do
noE use articles (the, a) or connectives (and,
but, what, which). Hyphenated words aTe
counted as one word. - Ûse exactly five (5)
words when writing down your impression of
each student.

Instructions for the high salience group of

encoders lvere 'fdentical except for the bracketed section

which was changed to:
(fhe second part of the experiment is

decoding. You will meet the eight students
without being told Eheir names. You will
work with them on a cooperation-competition
Ëask, and using the impressions formed by
anoËher encoder, you will have to identify
each student by name. )

The high salience encoders rÄrere then likewise instructed

to encode their impression of each objecE person in

f ive \,rrordS.

The 240 (:O encoders x B object persons)

written personality impressions generated by the en-

coders rdere randomly cornpiled into booklets of 60 each,

with Ëhe order of each reversed to prevent order effects.

The 40 Ss in the decoding group were presented with the
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booklets of the original object person descriptions,
and had five minutes to read through the descriptions,
remembering how each student, by name, was described.

Each decoder then read through the booklet of encoded

messages and matched each message wiËh the name of one

of the original objecr persons.
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RESULTS

The data \,vere anaLyzed in terms of communi-

cation errors, that is, the number of incorrect match-

Íngs of an e-ncoded message with an object personts

name" Each impression was decoded by ten different
decoders, so error rates could vary between zero and

ten.

An analysis of variance for spliE-ploE fact-
orial designs was used to determine the effects of

sal-ience and Eype of enformation (positive, negative,

or mixed). The results are given in Table 3. Neither

salience (f=0.llrdf=l l28rp>.05) nor information Ëype

(F:2.56 rdf.:Z/56,p>.05) \,vere found to be signif icanL.

(INSERT TABLE 3 ABoUT HERE)

Kirk (f968, p.73) states thaE planned com-

parison tests may be performed on data for which

there are no significant F ratios, provided that a

significant difference had been predicted. In the

present study it r^ras predicted that the type of infor-
maÈion would affect communication accuracy. Consequently,

a planned comparison t-test r{as computed on the mean

error rates for positive (7.34) and negative (8.08)

Ínformation, yielding a significantresult (t:2.27,

p4.05), The effect of information was conLrary to the
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Table 3

Analysis of Variance Table for the Effects
Of Information Type and Salience On

Impress ion Communication Accuracy

Source SSdfMSF

1) Between subjects 34.00 29

2) A (salience) 0.13 I 0.130 0.107

3) SubjecËs w/groups 3 3.87 28 L,ZLO

4) !üithin subjects lO2,gB 60

5) B (information) 8,45 Z 4,225 2,652

6) AB 5.33 Z 2.665 L,673

7) B x subjecEs w/groups 89,20 56 1.593

B) TOTAL 136.98 89



predicted directfon, ln that lmpression communication

I^ras more accuraEe with positive, rather than 
.negatíve

informatlon. A planned comparison t-test on the effects
of salience yielded no significanL result, demonstrating

Ëhat information salience had no effect on the communi-

cat.ion of impressions,

Chance probabilities vTere calculated for the

probability of some of the decodings beÍng correct by

chance alone. The chance probabilities \,üere examined

from two different approaches. One approach was from

the viewpoint of the encoded impressions, that is,
given that eaeh impression was decoded ten Eimes, some

of the decodings may have been correcË by chance along

(see Table 4). The probability of an impression being

(TNSTRT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE)

dècoded correctly by chance four or more times is ,03.

Only 61 of the 240 impressions were decoded at this
low probability level. However, chance probabiliEies

r^tere also examined from the viewpoint of the decoder.

Given Ëhat each decoder responded to 60 messagês, the

chance probability of getting LZ or more correct was

.10, Only ll of the 40 decoders performed below this
chance level, suggesting that for most of the decoders,

their responses were not determined by chance alone.

The data were analyzed once again in Eerms of

category errors, in Ehat a response \,vas counted as an
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Table 4

Probabilities of ObEaining Impression
Communications by Chance

ry CorrecE (nû correct by chance)

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

I
0

.000000 (+)

.000000 (+)

.000002

.000038

.000473

.003945

.023010

,092039

,24L600

,37 5822

,26307 6
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error only if the caEegory of the response (positive,
negative, or mixed) ¿i¿ not match the category of the
correct answer. That is, if the correcL answer lvas

one of the three positive object persons, a response of
any of the Èhree positive objecE persons was counted as

correcË. The same re-scoring procedure was used for
the negative and mixed categories as well.

An analysis of variance for Ëhe spliE ptot
factorial design was used on the re-scored data, the re-
sults of which are presented in Table 5. There was

(rnsm.r IABLE 5 ABour HRE)

again no significant effect for the salience manipu-

lation. The type of information produced a significant
effect on caËegory errors in impression com¡nunication

(F = 51.10, p1.01). Dunnts statistic was used to ex-

amine the differences between Ëhe mean communication

error raEes which were 2,62 for positive information,
4,36 for negative information, and 6.lo for mixed infor-
mation. All of the differences between the three means

r^rere found to be significant (d = L.24, p(.01). As in
the former analysis, the direction of the differences
was opposite than predicted, with positive information
being communicated better than negative information.

Once again, Ehe probabilities of some impres-

sions being decoded correctly by chance \,vere determined

and are given in Table 6, The chance probability of an
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Table 5

Analysis of Variance Summary Table for the
EffecËs of Information Typê and Salience

on Category Errors in- Impression
Communicat ion

Source: SSdfMSF

1) Between subjecËs 151.43 Zg

2) A (Salience) 3.60 I 3.60 0.6g2
3) Subjects w/groups L47 .83 Zg 5,Zg

4) I¡iiEhin subjecrs 3gB.L2 60

5) B (Information) 25L.40 Z !25,70 51.098*

6) AB g.LL 2 4.56 L.022

7) B x subjects w/groups L37 .6L 56 2,46

B) TOTAL 549.55 gg

* pt.ol
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impressíon being decoded correctly seven or more times

(INSERT TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE)

1s .04, Of the 240 impressf.ons, L26 u/ere decoded

correctly aË least seven Eimes, suggesting that chance

r,vas not the determining factor f or most of the scores.

The chance probability was also deEermined per decoder.

In a set of 60 impressÍons, a decoder could geË 26

correcÈ by chance alone. Only four decoders scored

below 26, once agaÍ-n suggesting Èhat performance lvas

above chance level.
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Table 6

Probability of Obtaining Impression Communication
Category Errors by Chance

Positive and Negative Information:

1A correcË p ( Ot correct)

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

.000055

.000917

.00687 4

.030552

,089110

,L7 8220

,247 529

,2357 4T

,L47 338

,005457

.00909s
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DISCUSSION

The hypotheses of the presenE experimenE were:

(") personaliËy impressions formed of negative objecE

persons are communicated with fewer errors than impres-

sions formed about positive object personsi and (b) en-

coders who are totd thaE they will have to meet the

object persons communicate impressions with fewer errors

Ëhan encoders who are told that Lhey will not have to

meet the object persons. NeiËher hypothesis was sub-

stantiated wiEh significant results. HovTever, Ehe

reverse of the first hypothesis was confirmed in Ehat

impressions formed of negative object persons were

communicaËed wÍth signific-antly more errors than those

formed of positive object persons. These unexpected

results along with Eheir applicability to ICP research

are discussed in this section.

ConErary to the original hypothesis, impres-

sÍon communication was found to be more accurate for

positive rather than for negative object person infor-

mation. The results of previous ICP studies had demon-

strated impressions of attnegativett object person (the

newspaper writer) were communicated consistently better

than impressions of the other object persons. Holvever,

the findings of Ehe present study are not irreconcilable

with those of the foregoing studles. In the former ICP
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sEudies the set of object persons (Engltsh studenE,

psychology studenE, mâp-model rnaker, policeman, and

ne\^Tspaper wriLer) m"y have been fairLy affable, non-

descrlpt excepE for the Itarrogan¡ and opinionated"

nevrspaper writer. The distincEiveness of the nevüspaper

wriEer could have facilitated impression communi,cation

quite apart from his dislikableness. If, for example,

the other object persons were all ttarrogantrt and ttopin-

ionaLedrl, one who was agreeable and affable would

necessarily sËand-out and Lhus faciliEaEe impression

communication. Therefore, the more accuraLe communi-

cations of impressions about Ehe newspaper writer could

have very r/rell been the result of distinctiveness
rather than dislikableness. The present study, varying
likabreness and holding distinctiveness consLant, found

thaË impressions of hÍghly posiËive object persons vTere

communicated more accurately Lhan impressions of highly
negative object persons.

As noted in the previous discussion of Ëhe

likability ratings, there was a negaËivity bias oper-

atíng in that negative information was given more weight

than positive information, so why did negative object

person descriptions fail to faciliEate impression communi-

cation? Kanouse and Hanson (L972) viewed the negativity
bias in terms of cost or reward orientations: ttcosL

orientation (i,e. negativiÈy blas) is tikely to be in-
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creased by those situatÍonal cu.es that differentially
íncrease the salience of costs, while reward orien-
tation is likely Eo be increased by those situational
cues that increase the salience of rewards." (p" 59).

That is, situational cues determine which orientation
(avoid negative consequences, or approach positive
consequences) tfre subject takes. The available situ-
ational cues in the impressÍon communication study

riüere: a1l of the object persons \,vere male, and \^7ere

described as being positive, negative, or mixed; the

female subjects were Eold that the object persons were

students; and half of the encoders rvere totd that they

would meet the object persons, while the other half
r^rere told that they would not meet the ob ject persons.

Q oing by some of the encoders t verbal responses

(e.g., "when do we get to meet these guys--a couple

of them sounded really neaL,'r ttcould you tell me charrest

last name?rr, ItCan I sign-up to be a subject in the next

stage (meeting the object persons) ?"), it seems that the

i-mportance of the rewards (meeting the positive object
persons) was greater than Lhe importance of the costs

(tolerating the negative object person). Indeed, whÍle

the salience manipulertion produced no overall significant
effects, it can be noted that a significant clifference
in accuracy for irnpressions based on positive and nega-

tÍ-ve information (t : 3,56, p<.01.) appeared in the high
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salierìce groui), but not in the l-ow salience gl:orlp" It
is possible then that the situ¿ltional cues served to
Íncrease reward orientation rather than cost orientation.
Had different situational cues been provicled (e.g", fe-
male object persons, or no hope provided for meeting

the object persons) perhaps the cost orientation would

have surpassed the reward orientation resulting in the

opposite effect

The same argument appries for attention theories
which had been used to support the hypothesis that impres-

sions of negative object persons are sommunicated better,
The pertinence factor of Normant s attention model was

aroused more for the positive information than for the
negative information, and so the positive information had

a better chance of reaching long-term memory. While it
i-s unreasonable to contend that the femare subjects
attended more to positive information for survival or
evolutionary purposes, it is reasonable to assume that
they considered the positive information to be more per-
tinent, âs evidenced by their unsolicited remarks.

As previously noted, attrÍbution theory pre-
dicted that negative information is communicated l-ess

accurately. The present results are consistent with
this prediction. Thus both atËribution ancr attention
theories can account for the results. Although the present

experiment did not contain information rel.evant to indi-
cating which t-heory can best account for the results, ttrc
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advantages and disadvantages of both can be poinLed out.
I^lhile attribution theory dÍd provide an accurate pre-
diction concerning affect, it is not as inclusive as

attention theory which can integrate other object per-
son characteristics (distinctíveness, novelty, impor-
tance, etc. ) in the framework of information processing.
on the other hand, attention theory requÍ-res a close
examination of the situational cues and a certain
amount of speculation as to what stimuli are more pert-
inent for the subject,

Normanrs pertinence factor r¿as rikewise used

to support the hypothesis that increased salience would

increase impression communication accuracy. The present
study found no support for Ëhis hypothesis. Rosenbergrs

(Lg6g) evaluation apprehension hypothesis applies here

as it did in the Perry and Boyd (in press) study which

manipulated subject moEivation by means of monetary

reward. rn both studies the subjects r,üere told about

rcP research in general, that is, how it investigates
the ability to communicate impressions, undoubtedly,
this ability is highly regarded in todayrs culture and

so all subjects were motivated to do well, thus negating

any overall effect due to monetary motivation or infor-
mation salience.

However, âs noted in the discussion of posi_
tive versus negritive inf orm¿rtion, internal anal ysis re-
vealed ¿l significant difference (t - 3.56, pz.0l) between
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positive and negative information in the high salience
group which failed to appear in the low salience group.
The salience manipulation thus seemecl to be operatirg,
but not strongly enough to reach overall statistical
significance. rt can also be noted that a further in-
vestigation by perry and Buser (L973) in which both
encoders and decoders received the salience manipula-
tion, obtained a significant interaction between sali-
ence and information type" rt seems therefore that the
salience manipulation does produce an effect, but only
when it is applied to both encoders and decoders.

Although the present maní.pulation of infor_
maLÍon salience is tangentially related to the attention
process, âD earlier study by perry (r97r) directry mani

ipulated attenEion in the rcp using vrR presentation.
The encoders rvere ¡;iven differenL task instructions:
Group r was Eold to attend to the physical features of
each object person, Group rr was told Ehat the task
would be impr:ession communication, and Group rrr was

not told anything about the experiment except that it
was investigating social relationships, The encoclers

in all groups hTere later required to complete a ques-

tionnaire concerning the object personsr physical
characterÍ-stics, and to encocle their impressions. As

predicted by Normanrs attention nioclel encoders in
Group r r:ec¿rlled significantry rnore items than Group rr
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and III on the quescionnaire, while encoders in Group II

rÁ7ere more accurate in the impression communication task.

?erryrs results demonstrate the applicability of Normant s

attention model Lo the ICP in thaL pertinence, âs manip-

ulated by the instructions, must be aroused for an item

to be retained. Thus the instructions aroused pertinence

of the physical features for Group I, and impressions

for Group II, which resulted in their doing better on

their respective tasks.

In the present study it was suumed that the

salience manipulation would likewise arouse perEinence.

Gj-ven that attention can be successfully manipulated

in Ëhe IC?, the present salience manipulation probably

was to subtle to produce a substantial effect" Inlhile

there seems to have been a slight effect due to the

salience manipulation, it was negligible on the over-

all test of statistical significance.

As stated in the results section the data

\,vere reanalyzed according to category errors, that is,

a response vrTas counLed as correct if it belonged to the

same category (positive, negative, or mixeci) as the

correct response. Once again positive inforniation was

shown to have significantly improved corununication"

There were a number of reasons for reanalysis according

to category errors. First, the error rates were unusually

l-righ compzrred to those gener:ally found using the ICP. It
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was concluded that the t¿lsk was too difficult. It

appear:s that description overlap within a category

made discrimination among object persons within each

category impossible. Also Perry and l3oyd (L972) have

shown that written descriptions of various types result

in poorer communications of impressions than more de-

tailed information as found in personal interviews.

The planned t -test comparison however, did indicate a

significant difference, and consequently collapsing was

used to investigate the data further,

A statistical artifact is evident in the re-

analysis in that it switched the order of the means for

information type. In the original analysis positive

information was communicated best (7,34 errors), followed

by mixed (7,62 errors) and then negative information (8"08

errors). But in the reanalysis the order switched to

positive (2,62 errors), negative (4"36 errors) and mixed

(6,70 errors). Obviously, reanalyzing the data according

to category errors put the mixed category at the disadvan-

tage. The probability of any one response bei.ng correct

vüas .38 for the positive and negative categories, but

for the mixed category the probability was only .25.

Thus the reversal of the negative and mixed means appears

to be the result of a statistical artifact in the re-

analysis, Hourever, the <iifference between the negative

and mixed means \^7¿1s not sÍ.gnificarnt in the originerl
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analys is ( o : o,46 , p>. 05 ) but in trre reanarysis the
dÍfference \.vas found to be signif icant (cl : 2,34, p<.01).
Although the present hypothesis dicl not deal with the
status of the mixecl positive and negative information in
impression communication, the results of a stucly by

Perry and Boyd (in press) \,rere interpreted as showing
that inconsistent inforrnation is communicated less ac-
curately. They found that the vrR object person present-
ation method contribuËed to fewer impression communication
errors than did the audio condition for all object persons
except the policeman. This exception was explained as

the result of inconsistent information for encoders in
the wR condition: the policemen was short, reserved,
and smilírg, quite inconsistent with the usual police-
man sËereot5rpe, These inconsistencies \,vere not evident
to the audio group and so clid not hinder their impres-
sion communication, rf inconsistent information does

decrease communication accuracy, it would have been

expected that the mixed object persons of the present
study would have been highest in communication errors.
There was no significant support for this tentative
hypothesis in the original analysis" rn the category-
errors reanalysis, there lrere signif ic:rnt diff erences
between positive and rnixed, and 'egative and nixed
informati-on, but the signific¿ìnce is questio¡rable
sÍ-nce it \47as confoundecl by cr statis;tical artifact of
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of. the reanalysÍs.

SÍnce the present study was an extension of
prevlous rcP experiments the results are applicable to
rcP research in general, The mosE evident conclusion

is that impressions formed of positive information are

communicated more accurately than impr:essions formed of
negative information, This effect, however, may be

dependent upon situational cues. As contended by

Kanouse and Hanson (Lg7z), there is a general prevailing
negativity bias but this bias is amenable Ëo situational
cues which can differentiarly increase the reward orien-
tation over the cost orientation. The factors which

seemed to have been influencing the present judgest

aËtention and thereby their impression con, runication
accuracy \,fere the cues. As rcp research increases its
approximation to the real-life siEuation of impression

communication, it necessarily increases situational
cues. These cues must be taken into account in order
to afford accurate predictions.

The present salience manipulation was intended

Ëo be a crose replication of a variabre which affects
everyday impression communication, that being the ex-

pectation of future interaction. This salience manipu-

lation failed to procluce any significant main effects.
However, there r.rere slight indications of an effect
which, couple<l with Perry and Busert s clata (r973), are
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encouraging in the sense that the rcp is capable of
investigating variables which are clÍrectly relevant to
everyday impression com¡nunication in a contrc¡lled lab-
oratory setting.
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A?PENDIX A

Rati-ngs of rmagery and I'leaningfulness, and standardDeviations of Each for 100-personaÍity Traits
Arranged in Order of Decreasing Imagery

!'lord Imagery
XSD

Meaningfulnes s
XSD

I oud -mouthed
hot -tempered
cheerful
hrppy
humorous
cruel
Lazy
friendly
cold
boring
warm
talented
mean
greedy
complaining
neat
goss ipy
enthusiastic
kind
energet ic
phony
rude
nosey
witty
int el I igent
host ile
cowardly
gloomy
courteous
unfriendly
helpful
jealous
amus ing

'kirritat ing
;'cpol it e

6.28
5,96
5. 86
5 ,84
5,7L
5.70
5,70
5.50
s .46
5,43
5 ,43
5. 38
5. 36
5.i5
5 ,34
5, 33
5.31
5,25
5,23
5.22
5. r8
5,L6
5.10
5"08
s. 05
5.00
4.97
4,96
4,95
4,93
4.9L
4 .89
4 .96
4 ,96
4.82

L,24
L.24
L,42
L .66
L,26
Li66
L,65
L.26
L,54
1. 65
L.52
1. 8l
T,7 6
1" 50
L.45
r;s9
L,63
l.6g
L.7 0
L,7 3
L.84
L.69
L,82
L,7 8
L,7 3
l. 93
r. 86
L.64
l. 53
T,56
L.7 4
1" 86
1. 84
r.. 63
L,7 B

B3

4. 58
4,95
5 ,67
6.48
6.2L
5,56
4.7L
5. gl
7 ,43
4 ,84
7 ,66
5,34
5.40
4,93
4,49
5. 33
5.34
4,78
5,57
4,93
4,94
4.98
3"70
5,24
s .40
5.25
4.90
6 ,49
4,97
4. s3
4,92
4. s0
5 ,84
4 ,47
4.7 0

L.7 4
2,26
l. 59
2,28
L.99
L.92
L.g7
2,L5
2.29
2.L5
2,20
2.24
L,7 3
2.L0
L,72
l. g0
L,95
L.7 0
l. 85
2 ,22
L.77
l"Bg
r. 53
l. 55
L.62
1. Bg
2,L7
2.L3
L,82
1, 83
2.L3
2.23
1. 8l
l. g2
L.7 3



Appendix A - continued

I,rIord Imagery
XSD

Meaningful nes s
XSD

prejudiced
boastful

:kef f ic ient
alert

*conceited
creat ive)kirritabl e

*self is h
*-generous
*well -mannered
ill -mannered
disobedient
pleasant

.Scareless
*sincere
*self -centered
thoughtful

*cons iderate
*honest
*obnoxious
*l iar
*ambit ious
patient

*quarrelsome
)kimpol ite
*cooperative
*disagreeable
Ioyal

*unking
*understanding
*unpleasant
*dependable
*dishonest
*punctual
*imag inat ive
clever

:kf org iving
ungrateful

:'.-observant
'kunrel iabl- e
rkuninterest ing
trustworthy
unselfish

:kdiscourteous

4, B0
4,7 3
4.7 3
4,72
4.7L
4,71_
4.69
4.6e
4 .67
4,57
4. s6
4,43
4,43
4,42
4,40
4 .39
4,39
4 ,37
4 .36
4.35
4 .34
4.33
4 .33
4 ,33
4,3L
4. 30
4"30
4,26
4,24
4,23
4.L9
4. r8
4.L2
4 .69
4,07
4.02
3.98
3,96
3.92
3 ,87
3. 86
3. 84
3. B0
3,76

L,94
l. g5
L.g4
l. 63
2.08
2,07
L.7 6
L.7 0
2,OL
L"78
L.72
L.92
L.7 3
L.7 7
1,96
2.L2
L,67
L.7 B

L,87
2,35
r.95
L,77
L,7 8
L.7 9
1" 90
L.94
1. 84
2,06
l. 83
L,9 5
l. 85
1" 90
1" 90
2.08
2.L4
1. 84
I. BO
L.72
L,62
l. g6
') .) .)
L.LJ

r. 85
1,9l
L. 84

B4

5 ,32
4,39
4 ,84
5 ,32
4 ,40
5 .82
4,44
4,9L
4.77
4.79
4,3L
4,44
5 ,66
4 ,69
4.70
4.lB
5.10
4,6L
4,84
4.4L
4,57
4,94
5.07
4 ,68
4,6L
4,3L
4.L6
5.42
4,95
5.03
4.7L
4,32
5.15
4 .85
5.45
5 .69
4,57
3 .45
4 ,84
3. Bl
4 ,68
5,02
4.52
4. 5B

2.23
L,56
L,92
r. B0
L,82
l. 85
l. 89
0. 87
L.7 6
L.69
L.66
2,0L
l. 89
2,20
L,94
1.98
L"79
L.7 3
2,00
r.93
l. 58
2 "242.07
l. 83
2 ,L2
l. 84
2 "LLL"69
1.95
2.05
1. Bg
L.7 4
l. 53
) )"
L,97
r .69
L.7 B
L "64L,66
l. 59
r. 9l
I. BB
L,7 5
L,7 L



Appendix A - continued

lilord Imagery
XSD

Meaningful nes s
XSD

,?egot ist ical
*capable
*sensible
*trustful
*prompt
J.mal icious
*tolerant
distrustful

*narrovJ-minded
respons ible*-truthful
unappreciative
logical
rel iabl e

*untmEhful
self-rel iant
insincere
fault-finding
untrusLworthy
irrespons ible
broad-minded

3,7 6
3,7L
3,7L
3,7L
3.70
3. 63
3.61
3.55
3, 53
3.50
3. 50
3 ,44
3.40
3"37
3.37
3.36
3,27
3,26
3,26
3. l3
3. l0

1, 83
l. 86
1. B0
L,56
2,03
l. 93
1. 85
1, 83
l. 89
1. 86
L.43
l. 86
1. 84
r. 85
L,97
I, 86
I. 85
L.92
L,7 6
l. 68
L.7 4

3,82
4,29
4,23
4,52
4 ,35
4,7 0
3. 84
4,02
3. BB
4,40
4 ,35
3.57
4,72
4,55
4,24
3,82
4,L2
4,L8
4,L0
3.65
4,03

1. 88
2.LL
L.57
1.93
L.7 2
2.20
L,99
L,7 B

1. 6B
L,7 0
L.7 3
l. 81
L,7I
L,7 5
L.57
L,46
l. 85
I. BB
L.97
L, 4L
1. 85
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APPENDIX B

Object Person Descriptions

P_ositive Ob ject Perso_ns:

:kCharles: truthful
punctual.
understanding
dependable
cooperative

Douglas: sincere
punctual
cooperative
generous
well -mannered

*Harold: polite
understanding
honest' lvell -mannered
sensible

Albert: sincere
tolerant
punctual
ambitious
s ens ibl e

- Neutral Obisct Persons:

*James: prompt
understanding
cooperat ive
generous
efficient

Philip: tolerant
imaginative
considerate
capable
well-mannered

Robert polite
honest
observant
capable
efficient

SEeven: tolerant
prompt
forgiving
ambitious
efficient

*Gary:

Kirk:

toleranE
imaginat ive
cons iderate
unrel iabl e
irritable

Thomas: tolerant
prompt
forgiving
quarrel some
conceited

Richard: careless
unpleasant
obnoxious
generous
well -mannered

slncere
puncEual
cooperat ive
sel fi sh
irritable

B6



Appendix ll- - -cont inued

Neutral Object Persons:

Raymond: narrow-minded
discourteous
uninterest ing
ambitÍous
efficient

Nesative @:
Michael: careless

narrolv-minded
unpleasant
quarrelsome
egotistical

Gregory: narrow-minded
discourteous
uninteresting
quarrel some
conceited

John: irrÍtaE ing
impol ite
self-centered
unrel iabl e
conceited

*Edward: dÍscourteous
unkind
obnoxious
selfish
conceited

trAndreü7:

TimoËhy:

Larry:

*Arthur:

:kDanÍeI:

narrow-minded
dishonest
I iar
capable
well-mannered

carel es s
unpleasant
obnoxious
selfish
irritable

narro\,ü-minded
dishonest
liar
unrel iabl e
irritable

irritating
unkind
impolite
irritable
egotistical

untruthful
unpleasant
unkind
disagreeable
obnoxious
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